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ECONOMIC CONSEQUL-NCES OF STIMULATED

TECHNOLOGICAL ACTIVITY

"The nation's technological capacity, which is con-

-- cePtUally analogous to the capacity of its physical plant,

is unquestionably'a nation's most important economic

resource. By the same token, the rate at which its tech-

nological capacitygr0ws sets what is probably the most

important ceiling on its long-term rate of economic growth.

The rate of growth Of a nation's technological capac-

ity depends jointly upon the rate at which it produces new

technology and the rate at which it disseminates the old."

Jacob Schmookler

Invention and Economic Growth

1966

OVERVIEW

[',.

The degree to which a nation can satisfy its collective and in-

dividual wants is dependent upon the wealth of the nation and its citizens.

The accumulation of economic wherewithal is obtained through combinations

of labor_ capital, and technology. All three inputs are essential but it

is through technological progress that the productivity of labor and capital

are increased to obtain more output per unit of input and, consequently,

greater per capita wealth. The United States leads the world in the gen-

eration and application of technology. Our technological progress poses

certain dilemmas, but is also the source of much of the economic power we

are bringing to bear on societal deficiencies--deficiencies that many less

wealthy nations cannot afford to consider, much less mount assaults upon.

.... This-volume highlights the findings of a research inquiry into

the relationships between technological progress and economic development,

with emphasis on the several ways in which NASA research and develol_nent

has_ai-ded in the accumulation and commercial application of new or improved

scientific and technological knowledge.
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._coi0eof Research

The research undertaken had three' separate, but related parts:

Part I was an examination of the importance of technological progress in

the generation of national economic growth. The focus was on aggregate

economic effects of technological progress--with technological progress

being viewed abstractly as one of the principal growth-inducing forces

operating in the economic milieu. Part I was concerned with effects: the

economic effect of technological progress, the effect which R&D has on

technological progress, and the effect of NASA on the nation's R&D spending.

Specifically, this portion of the study was based on an econometric exami-

nation of the U.S. economy_during the last 20 years to identi_y and measure

the portion of growth which can be attributed to t@ehnoi0gical progress.

Part I also examined the relationship between P_D and technological progress

and, finally_ made some tentative estimates oft he relative effectiveness

of NASA R&D expenditures in generating economic growth via technological

progress.

Part II was a case study of the process whereby technology is

developed and commercially applied. It was designed to undergird--by example--

the findings of the econometric study. It was also intended to illustrate

the extreme complexity of the application process--in particular, that any

large technological undertaking produces both direct and indirect commercial

applications, that these come in a wide variety of forms and types, that

countless individual increments of technologicaI progress are combined in

any application, that there are many participants in the pr0cess--no one of

_0m can Claim sole credit--and finally to examine the several roles that

a mission'oriented research and develol_nent agency such as NASA plays in

the application process.

The specific case study undertaken was of the P&D programs and

application endeavors which have culminated in commercial communication via

sateilite. :

Part III of the report was an illustration of ways in which a

NASA undertaking has contributed to the nation's scientific and technical

knowledge reservoir--the reservoir which is drawn upon and extended by any

move toward application. The intent was to demonstrate that a large body

of knowledge is accumulated in the process of satisfying mission-oriented

program requirements and that this knowledge is retained for use by others

for other purposes. The research procedure was again a case study. In

this instance the focus was on what we had to learn to keep man alive and

productive in space--with emphasis on those things which have relevance

in one form or another to earthly problems.
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Thus, in three separate but interlocked studies, MPI attempted

to touch upon major elements in the progression from science through tech-

nology to viable application in the economic realm: Part I measures the

economic effect of technological progress. Part II illustrates the process

_ereby technology is developed and commercially applied (covering the

invention/innovation portion of the spectrum). Part III shows that an

inherent aspect of mission-oriented R&D is the generation of new or improved

knowledge--in many fields: basic phenomena, applied science, engineering,

design, materials, processing, etc. And, that this knowledge is added to the

nation's knowledge bank for withdrawal when demand and the state of industrial

practice evolve to the point where the technology will be applied.
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PART I

0VEPALL ECONOMIC IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL

PROGRESS--ITS MEASUREMENT

A. _C_RO_D

The central questions toward which this phase of the report was
addressed are:

i. What is the role of technological progress in national eco-

nomic growth?

2. What factors determine the rate of economic growth due to

technological progress?

3. Can the relationships between technological progress, its

determinants, and subsequent economic growth be measured--quantitatively?

4. And, how do the research and develolmment activities of the

space program tie into the preceding questions?

Before World War II, there was little need to ask such questions

at the national level. Most development was performed by the individual

inventor or by industrial laboratories supported by company funds. Choices

as to whether or not to allocate resources to development and how to dis-

tribute resources among projects were made within individual companies.

Most of the nation's research effort w_s performed at universities as an

adjunct to graduate education. National priorities had little direct in-

fluence on the allocation of resources to R&D, and the scale of R&Dwas

small enough that the formulation of precise relationships between R&D and

the economy lacked urgency.

R&D grew dramatically following World War II under the stimulus

of the Cold War and the race to combine atomic weapons with rocketry.

Massive mission-oriented P&D programs were mounted, using as their model

the Manhattan Project of World War II. All facets of researah--basic and

applied--as well as develolmment and sophisticated production plus scientific

and engineering education underwent huge federally funded expansions. A

strong scientific and technological capability became an essential instru-

ment for national survival--decisions to allocate resources to R&D were

made on the basis of necessity.
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By the late 19_0's, when the nation's first large-scale civilian

mission-oriented R&D agency--NASA--was created, the economic effects of

such undertakings were receiving explicit, if imprecise, recognition. At

about the s_ne time, the short-term and regional economic impacts of ex-

panded R&D began to receive widespread recognition. Community after com-

munity strove to become another Route 128, or Sam Francisco Bay Area, or

Huntsville. The immediate benefits of a local R&D complex were clear. Less

clear were the processes whereby R&D led to new or improved processes, prod-

ucts, and services. But more important to the purposes of the present

portion of this report, the theory, methodologies and empirical data needed

to measure quantitatively the cumulative effect over time of the product

and process adv_ces were notably deficient.

During the 1960's a number of theorists and researchers undertook

to improve 6ur_b_lity to measure the_economic impact of technological ad-

vances, for it had become clear that technology was a large and powerful

force in the accumulation of nati6nal _wealth. Pioneering work by Solow,

Kendrick, and Denison was amplified and extended by a number of others.

Much progress has been made, but the fact remains that we got to the moon

in a decade, but are, as yet, unable to fully measure the present and future

economic impact of the science and technology accumulated on the way to the

moon (or the aggregate effect of technological progress in general). Our

present capability to measure the relationship between technological prog-

ress and R&D is even less precise.

Yet, national decisions with respect to the allocation of resources

to and within R&D are being and will be made. These decisions cannot be

postponed until precise measurements of their effects are possible. Thus,

the intent of this part of the study was to provide--from within the exist-

ing state of the art--some measurements of technology's contribution to

this nation's wealth during recent years and the role of P_D in generating

growth through technological progress.

B. RESEA!qCHAPPROACH

The investigations were performed at the national economic level.

We were exploring the aggregate effects of technological progress rather

than those stemming from the individual inventions or innovations. In-

adequacies in all existing macro-economic yardsticks forced the study to

focus on the "cost savings" effects, i.e., increases in the productivity

of labor and capital achieved through technological progress. The many

improvements in the quality of goods and services due to research and

development are not adequately reflected in existing aggregate economic

series and cannot be directly measured.
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Given these restrictions on the scope of the study, six research
tasks were performed:

First, we adopted a definition of technological progress that is
consistent with how progress occurs and how it is generally perceived to
occur. The definition presumesthat all increases in output not attributable
to added quantities of labor and capital are due to technological progress;
i.e._ all quality improvements in labor and capital are traceable to tech-
nological progress.

Second, within the framework of the definition of technological
progress and neo-elassical economic growth theory, a suitable macro-economic
production function was structured.

The adopted production function states that technological progress
acts in a multiplicative rather than an additive fashion in augmenting labor
and capital in the output-generating process. The general form of the pro-
duction function employed is:

Qt = At f (Kt' Lt )

where:

Qt = Output in time period t

Kt = Capital utilized in time period t

Lt = Labor expended in time period t

At = Level of technology applied in time period t .

Third, the technology index 1-/ implicit in the production function

was used to assess quantitatively the impact of applied technology on eco-

nomic growth and output.

Fourth, having determined the level of technology and resulting

output, we related technological progress generating activities such as

research and development, economies of scale, education, etc._ in a mathe-

matical model. Here, the determinants of technological progress were linked

to the effect of their stimulus in terms of incremental economic output.

i/ The index, At, represents the technology being applied in the production

process through time. It is arrived at through analysis of actual

output and output possible with labor and capital quality--i.e., embodied

technology-rfixed at a base year.
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With respect to growth in output in the private, non-farm sector
of the economytraceable to R&D--whichwas denoted G(R&D)--wehypothesized
the following relationship:

G(R&D)t = f(Rt)

_2ere:

Rt = The weighted sum of past R&D expenditures for year t

Mathematically, the weights are expressed:

R t = Wort_o + _rlrt-I + w2rt_ 2 + ... + wirt.i + ... wlSrt_18

where:

wi = Weight for the ith year lag, and

rt_ i = R&D expenditures in the year t-i .

Thus, Rt is a reflection of the current year's R&D activity plus the ef-

fective value of each of the past 18 years of R&D expenditures. Conceptually,

Rt can be considered the effective investment in RAD "at work" in year t

The 18-year payout period and the payout pattern within the period were

derived from several comprehensive and respected surveys of industry's pay-

back expectations for RAD spending and new product lifetimes.

Fifth, through the use of statistical analysis, we empirically

determined quantitative relationships existing between growth due to tech-

nological progress and determinants of technological progress.

Finally, within the preceding analytical framework, we examined

the economic impact associated with the technological stimulus provided by

the space program.

C. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS "

As have others before us, _e found technological progress has been

a powerful force in economic growth. Our study considered:

* That technology is one of the factors of production--along with

labor and capital--with which the output requirements of the nation are

satisfied;

* That what we term technological progress is responsible for

improvements in the quality or productivity of labor and capital;

7



* That technological progress results from the introduction of
ne_ or previously unusedknowledge into the production process;

* That there are manymechanismsby which knowledge is produc-
tively applied, including: improved worker skills, improved machine design,
improved managementtechniques, and so on.

Measuring the effect of technological progress--so defined--during the 1949
through 1968 time period, we found that:

* The technology added to the nation's production recipe af-

ter 1949 accounted for 40 percent of the real increase in private,

non-farm output during the period.

* Cumulatively, total output for the period was about $8.2

trillion. If there had been no increase in the level of technology

_sed after 1949, the stock of l_bor and capita_ applied would have

only yielded a cumulative output of $8.9 trillion. Thus, the lever-

age on the other two factors of production by technological progress

permitted almost 20 percent more output than might otherwise have

been achieved with the same quantity of labor and capital.

* Throughout the period the technology factor in the pro-

duction function increased at a compound rate of I. ? percent per

year. By the end of the period--in 1968--the compounding growth

of technology had reached a point at which technological improve-

ments beyond 1949 levels were accounting for 37 percent of output

IYigure !).

Although it is possible to dissent on certain grounds about the

emact amount of productivity gains due to-technology, the ma-jor Concluslon

is clear. Without the increase of technology and its introduction into the

production recipe, this nation would be substantially less wealthy than it

is. Much of the economic wherewithal we are now attempting to apply toward

the solution of pressing domestic problems is the product of applied tech-

nological progress. To expand this economic capacity for problem resolution,

this nation must continue to allocate resources to enterprises Mqich generate

technological progress and encourage its productive utilization.

This brings us to the second set of findings--those related to

the sources or determlnants Of technological progress. The theoretical and

empirical foundation for these assessments is less definitive th_un for the

preceding findings. However, there is general agreement on a list of forces

important in the generation of technological progress. The forces are highly

interactive but, for analytical reasons, were treated independently. Our

findings indicated that most of these forces were of insignificant effect

during the relatively short time period under study.
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However, three factors--the sex mix of the work_force, education, and R&D--

were found to be important determinants of economic gains through techno-

logical progress during the Post-World War II period. The first, sex mix,

is the product of increasing participation by females in the workforce and

increasing productivity by distaff employees. Improvements in this factor

during the period accounted for 4 percent of the total gains due to tech-

nology. Improved worker productivity through higher educational levels

contributed approximately 36 percent. The balance of the technology-induced

gain--60 percent--was attributed to R&D after ha_ng ascertained that other

possible determinants had no measurable or identifiable impact.

The relationship between R&D- and technology-induced economic

gains was explored on a distributed-lag basis. Lag distributions between

R&D expenditures and initial pay-back and final pay-out in the form of

national economic gains were constructed from industry estimates and experi-

ence, but when subjected to statistical tests the relationships exhibited

reasonably good explanatory power. The findings were that:

On the average--each dollar spent on R&D returns slightly over

seven dollars in technologically induced economic gains over an 18-year per-

iod following the expenditure.

This finding leads to the strong conclusion that, on the average

(including good, bad, and indifferent projects), R&D expenditures have been

an excellent national investment.

The final set of findings relates to the economic impact--via

technological progress--of NA_A's R&D programs. Assuming that NASA's R&D

expenditures had the same pay-off as the average, we found that:

The $25 billio_in 1958 dollars, spent on civilian space R&D during

the 1959-1969 period has returned $52 billion through 1970 and will continue

to produce pay-off through 1987, at which time the total pay-off will have

been $181 billion (Table I). The discounted rate of return for this invest-

ment will have been 33 percent.

As noted, the preceding finding was based on the assumption that

NASA R&D spending has an average pay-off effect; there is strong preliminary

evidence that the exacting demands of the space program may produce greater

than average economic effects due to increased technological leverage. This

comes about because NASA allocates its R&D dollar to the more technological_y

intensive segments of the industrial sector of the economy. The weighted

average technoiogical index CAt) of the industries which perform research

for NASA is 2.1, while the multiplier for all manufacturing is 1.4. Although

there are a number of conceptual and procedural limitations to the construc-

tion of industry-level technological multipliers, the spread seems large

enough to support the view that highly technological undertakings, such as

the space program, do exert disproportionate _zeight toward increased national

productivity.
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CASE STUDY:

PART II

TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS AND COMMERCIALIZATION OF

CON_4UNICATIONS SATELLITES

The process whereby technology is developed and applied in the

economic realm includes one oi' the most complex sets of interactions en-

countered in today's world. Three elements must be present before new

technology is applied: the technology itself must be in existence, there

must be a need for the technology, and some organization or combination of

organizations must be willing to undertake the risk and investment neces-

sary to bring the technology to the market. In addition, technological

progress is a continuous process with no discrete beginning or ends. It is

composed of a few major and countless small incremental advances which are

constantly being combined and recombined in a bewildering array of ways to

satisfy public and private demand. Technology also follows a variety of

paths--direct and indirect--in its movement toward application. Only rarely

is the application of a technological advance confined to the use for which

it was originally developed. The speed and direction of early and subse-

quent applications is largely conditioned by the mix of participants--public

and prlvate--and the roles each adopts in the process. The evolution of

needs into viable markets and the structural characteristics of relevant

industrial sectors are also important in the pace of technology's application;

as a consequence, multiple relationships among consumers, industry and

government are inherent in the process.

In short, %he technology application process, by which the eco-

nomic effects measured in Part I come about, almost defies an organized,

comprehensive treatment. But, some appreciation of the application process

and its complexity is necessary if _a_to insure a continuing flow of

economic benefits from technological progress and avoid the widely discussed

penalties of such progress. Faced with this situation the present researchers

chose to undertake a case study of a significant technological endeavor,

the intent being to illustrate--with specific examples--significant facets

of the process, something of its pervasiveness, the kinds of contributions

a national R&D agency, like NASA, makes to the process, and the several types

of economic applications which flow from or are accelerated by such a tech-

nological undertaking.

Since communication via satellite is clearly an example of tech-

nological progress made during the last decade and a half, an examination

of the R&D effort culminating in this commercial application was selected

for case study. In addition, communication via satellite is the first major

direct commercialization of technology to result from the national space

program.

12
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A. STUDY CONSTRUCTION

As noted, any application of technology is the gathering together

of many technological threads to meet the objective at hand. And, most of

the individual technological threads also find applications beyond those of

the original objective. A principal purpose of the case study was to illus-

trate that both of these characteristics of the process do occur and how

they occur.

Thus, Part II had two segments: the first being an examination

of the technological requirements which had to be satisfied before the

several types of co_nunicati0n_by satellite could be achieved, an examina-

tion of the national R&D program which has and is leading to the satisfaction

of the requirements, and the technical contributions of and roles played by

NASA in this R&D process; the second being an examination of ways in which

participants (NASA contractors) in the NASA portion of the R&D effort (in

particular the SYNCOM, ATS, and companion supporting research programs)

have applied the technological capabilities they acquired or augmented

during the R&D phase in the resulting commercial communication by satellite

market and other markets.

B. RESEARCH PROCEDURE

The major research steps undertaken were:

1. An examination of the several categories of services which

can be provided by communications satellites.

2. A grouping of these services into four broad types for sub-

sequent investigation. The types selected were: International--Intelsat/

Comsat; Broadcast Distribution--transmissi0n via satellite to major centers

with transmission to ultimate users via conventional terrestial links;

Direct--transmission to many users direct from the satellite; and Mobile--

communication via satellite with mobile users, Such as in air traffic

control.

3. A delineation of the major technical characteristics or re-

quirements associated with each of the four types of applications.

4. An examination of the contributions which NASA programs--

particularly, SYNCOM and ATS--have made to the satisfaction of the require-

ments.

5. Estimates of the economic impact associated with the four

types of applications.

13



6. Identification and interview of a representative set of con-

tractor companies that participated in the STNCOM and ATS programs to ident-

ify the extent and _ays in which they participated in the commercialization

of satellite communications, and in the indirect application of the tech-

nological capabilities they accumulated during their participation in this

facet of the space program.

Although at least 277 firms have participated, as prime contrac-

tors, in the communications aspects of NASA's SYNCOM and ATS programs, the

resources allocated to this project dictated that only a few could be included

in the survey sample. Fourteen were chosen following an intensive sample

selection process. Sample selection was governed by the need to obtain as

representative a cross section of participating companies as possible, i.e.,

large and small firms, satellite and ground station contractors, aggressive

and not so aggressive firms, etc. Two firms which were not prime NASA

contractors were added to the sample. One is a direct spln-off from one of

the prime contractors; the other is a newly formed company that has utilized

satellite communications technology in a rather unusual way to assemble and

market a marine navigational system. The firms selected _ere:

Ampex Corporation, Redwood City, California

Bendix, Towson, Maryland

Electronic Communications, Inc., St. Petersburg, Florida

General Dynamics, San Diego, California

General Electric, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania

Hughes Aircraft, Culver City, California

International Telephone and Telegraph (IT&T), Nutley, New Jersey

Martin-Marietta, Orlando, Florida

Rantec Division of Emerson Electric, Calabasas, CalifolTnla

Satellite Positioning Corporation, Encin% California _/

Sylvania_ Waltham_ Massachusetts

TR_ Redondo Beach, California

Watkin_Johnson, Palo Alto, Caligornla

Wavecom, Northridge,_California l/

Westinghouse, Baltimore, Maryland .....

Wiltron, Palo Alto, California

C. FINDINGS _Y

It is extremely difficult to s_iz e th_ findings of this case

study because the intent was to provide many concrete examples of the forces

operating in the technology application process. However, some of the major

elements reported on in Part II are:

i/ Not prime contractors.

14
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i. Commercial a_plications and technological requirements. The

four general types of commercial application of communication via satellite

are described in terms of the generic technological requirements or charac-

teristics of each. The first commercialization was in the International

system which came in the form of the Intelsat Consortium of which the Comsat

Corporation is the U.S. partner. Since the beginning of service in 1965,

this system has grown to serve over 40 nations and plans call for service

to almost 60 nations by 1974.

The first domesticBroadcast Distribution system will be the

Canadian Telesat system scheduled for operation in 1975. In the U.S._ eight

applications to provide various mixes of domestic service are pending before

the Federal Communications Commission. There are no commercial plans for

Direct domestic systems, as yet, although a demonstration experiment for

such a system in India is planned for 1974. The first all-commercial system

of the Mobile type will be in air traffic control and navigation. A proto-

type system for trams-Atlantic flights is planned for 1975, with service

over the Pacific following a year later.

Table 2 summarizes the technological requirements of the four

classes of application.

2. Technological history of communications satellite research and

develo_nent. The significant programs which contributed to the satisfaction

of the technical requirements are described in the basic MRI report, as are

the technical content of each program, and the advances associated with each.

Particular emphasis is placed on the ECHO project--a passive communications

satellite, TELSTAR and RELAY--medium altitude active repeater satellites and

the ADVE_, SYNCOM, and ATS programs--synchronous communications satellites.

The purpose of this historical review is to illuminate some of the

key technical developments that led, cumulatively, to our present knowledge

and capability in the communication satellite field. The review demon-

strates that dramatic progress has occurred across a broad technological

front. This is illustrated by the fact that we have had a commercial com-

munication satellite system in operation for six years, while only slightly

more than l0 years ago many experts had serious doubt that:

* Satellites could be placed in synchronous orbit before 1970.

* Satellites could survive in space, and operate long enough

to be economically viable.

* The quality of satellite communications transmissions would

be acceptable.

* The cost of satellite systems would be competitive with

traditional earth-based communications.

15
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5. Progress inducin$ roles of a mission-oriented R&D agency.

Several specific solutions to selected technical requirements, traceable

to the SYNCOM_ ATS, and companion supporting research programs, are described.

Table 3 summarizes some ex_nples. The examples were ex_nined to illustrate

the several roles and functions played by NASA in promoting the application

of advanced technology to communications needs.

Often the public fails to grasp the multiplicity of roles which

governmental R&D agencies play in the technological progress processes.

0nly in instances where complete NASA-developed systems are commercially

applied in toto, is the link to the space program readily apparent. Such

clear-cut transfers do occasionally occur, e.g., NASA's SYNCOM III became

the commercial XNTELSAT I, but they are rare. More subtle relationships are

more often the rule. Less obvious roles played by NASA in the development

and commercial application of technology include:

Conductin_ in-house research--An example would be the mechan-

ically despun antenna used in INTELSAT. The initial idea came from Kampinaky's

laboratory group at Goddard Space Flight Center. Subsequently, Sylvania

laboratories did the actual design and fabrication with key assistance from

Ball Brothers, Kearfott, and Mechanical Technology, Incorporated. Antenna

performance was validated on kTS IIl and after additional work Intelsat

incorporated the mechanically despun antenna in its third generation of

satellites.

Generation of new knowled_e and understanding--This is achieved

by the performance of scientific experiments which provide the basis for

technological improvements. The findings of the earth's triaxiality and the

mapping and location of "gravitation grave yards" underlay the selection of

positions for geostationary satellites so that they might be maintained on

station much longer than their station keeping expendable supplies would

otherwise permit.

Classic RFP process--In this process application requirements

are defined, technical planning is undertaken, these needs are made known in

research organizations and the industrial community through the procurement

process. This is a traditional and well established way of motivating inno-

vations which often advance the state of the art.

Initial user or initial adopter--Givenknowledge of NASA

mission and technical requirements, aggressive firms often undertake devel-

opments in anticipation of marketing the results to NASA. Cassegrain feed

systems, for example, received early impetus via this role and are now the

standard approach for large ground stations. Suppliers now enjoy the Intelsat

market.
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Alternative evaluation--There are almost always alternative,

technical paths by which a requirement can be satisfied. NASA in its role

as an R&D agency has provided the wherewithal for exploring the competitive

advantages of _!ternatives. Tests of cryogenic masers versus cooled para-

metric amplifiers is a case in point.

Demonstration to acquire confidence--An important aspect of

technological progress is the reduction of uncertainty; NASA flight programs

have made many contributions of this type--through the accumulation of operat-

ing confidence and predictability. The replacement of earlier pressurized

nitrogen and hydrogen peroxide station keeping systems by hydrazine systems

depended largely upon acquiring confidence that poppet-valve control systems

could be designed to operate trouble-free for several years. The demonstra-

tion that this w_s possible was accomplished on ATS programs. ATS is provid-

ing similar demonstrations of the capabilities and limitations in millimeter

wave progagation. It should also be noted that demonstration of technical

capability often permits the recognition that market demand exists. For

example, many experts in 1962 indicated that there were not foreseeable de-

mands for transoceanic television before 1980. AT&_'s TELSTAR and NASA's

RELAY demonstrated that a viable market demand existed. The ATS India TV

experiment is in part designed to demonstrate the existence of another market

area.

4. Economic impact of commercial comnunication satellite appli-

cations. Indicators of the present and future economic impact of the

develo_nent of communications satellite technology and its application in

the commercial sphere are provided in the MRI report. Figure 2 compares

early estimates of the cost of communication by satellite with the dramatic

cost declines actually experienced as the technology evolved. The reductions

are striking. Similar cost declines have been experienced in earth station

costs (see Figure 3).

Because satellite communication offers both range of services

and cost advantages over preexisting modes, growth in the International

application has been dramatic. In its eight years of life prior to 1971

the Comsat Corporation has invested almost $200 million in equipment and

facilities; revenue grew from just over $2million to nearly S70million

between 1965 and 1970. In addition by 1965 Intelsat had reduced its early

per channel rental charges over SO percent and an additional cut of the

same magnitude is expected by the mid-1970's.

In spite of the rapid growth of the International application, the

economic impact of domestic Broadcast Distribution will be much greater.

The total overseas telephone and telegraph traffiC is on the order of 50

million messages per year, while over 8 billion domestic long distance mes-

sages are carried annually. A total of eight applications for domestic

satellite networks is pending before the FCC. The proposed initial invest-

ments range from about $100 million to over one-quarter billion. Several
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of the applicants have pledged to have their systems in full operation in
less than S years after FCCapproval. In Canada, a $90 million domestic
system will be in full operation by mid-1973. The bulk of the equipment
is being supplied by U.S. firms.

The first commercial Mobile application will be an aeronautical
satellite system providing communication links for transoceanic airline
flights. Current expectations are for an investment in the $125 million to
$150 million range for a two-ocean system for 1977.

5. Indirect economic impact on aerospacer$ontractors. Most of

the firms that performed substantial technical work in developing or ex-

perimenting with the NASA communications satellite systems were themselves

affected--in a variety of ways--some organizations to a greater extent

than others.

Conceivably the most significant finding from study Of these con-

tractors is simply that every firm interviewed indicated that their per-

formance of space communications work had produced some residual economic

effect. Not all effects were easily identifiable, but the challenge of

high technology and the response by the company was stated to have in-

fluenced the firm or "left its characteristic mark."

The lasting consequences identified, fell broadly into three

classes or types of influences:

a. Internal effects: Some firms modified their processes

and proceduresltheiuternal structure of the division, the ways they oper-

ated_ their management systems, tighter quality control; or perhaps introduced

new procurement policies or more efficient production methods. Economic

effects from these internal changes are usually known as efficiency or in-

creased productivity.

b. Direct commercialization: The majority of firms studied

found ways to utilize the knowledge, expertise, and product capabilities

that were augmented through NASA satellite work to establish or to strengthen

their position in supplying the needs of commercial satellite Systems.

Early leaders, having demonstrated experience, became qualified suppliers

partly by virtue of the "grandfather clause." However, much more was in-_

volved than a simple decision to sell satellite systems to another customer.

Procedural as well as technological changes are also required as part of

the changeover effort needed to sell to new markets or to commercial users

having non-NASA requirements. But all contractors interviewed felt that

the economic rewards derived from switching over to commercial sales were

worth the efforts.

_.r',
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c. Transfer to non-space s non-satellite markets: Other

firnr, utilized new Fa%owledge, experience, and heightened perception of

changing market needs, to transfer emerging or developed skills into new,

non-space markets. New ventures, new services, non-governmental markets

needing similar skills, and most of what has traditionally been called

"spin-off" was found in this category of company effects. The economic

effects are hardest to trace here. Seldom was there a direct one-to-one

transfer; more commonly the transfer was feasible only because the con-

tract suddenly perceived that a need, a technology and a market were

approaching conjunction.

The major ways by which change affects progressive firms,

and some of the points at which technical challenge and management response

can induce innovations that lead to economic gains is shown schematically

in Figure 4.

Technical change does not occur spontaneously; people have

to make it happen. The "internalized costs" of innovation are not trivial.

These costs include:

(i) The cost of acquiring new knowledge--about market needs,

about external situations, and about the availability of

new technology.

(2) The cost of learning to apply this new knowledge to the

satisfaction of economic wants--education and training

of production and marketing personnel; feasibility

demonstrations and trial marketing.

(s) The "changeover" Costs (obsolescence and sunk-costs) of

abandoning old ways and adopting new ways of performing

the firm's economic function.

Recent scholarly studies of innovation have unmistakably

shown that the force that induces industrial innovation is the economic

pull of the marketplace, not primarily the forward thrust of new technology.

The costs and barriers that impede the adoption of new technology (such as

those cited above), are never easy to surmount. Within large organizations

possessing considerable inertia, powerful forces are necessary for the

successful introduction of any innovation.

Yet the fact is that innovation does occur_ regularly--in

both large and small companies. Firms do learn, adopt new techniques_ im-

prove designs and enter new markets--because technical change and innova-

tion offers handsome economic benefits. A number of specific examples of

this economic force at work were found during the survey of sample contractors.
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SOURCES AND TYPES OF TECHNOLOGICAL OR ECONOMIC INNOVATION

Technical Change

(A New Product or
a New Process)

R&D on Products

and Processes "--7

Proprietary
Knowledge

L
v

Changes in Consumer
Demand

(e.g., Taste Changes,
New Market)

Changes in Relative
Factor Prices

(e.g., New Source
of Raw Materials)

Market Research

INNOVATION I P
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Other Changes
(e.g., Legal,
Political, Or-

ganizational)

Management
Science and

Operations
Research

Product Change

(Demand Side Change)

Technique Change

(Supply Side Change)

Increase in Productivity or Profitability

FiEure 4
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Participation in technically demanding and rapidly develop-

ing fields such as the early communication satellites and ground systems,

can provide inputs_ or act as "forcing functions" at several different

points throughout this process as shown in Figure 4. Many of the firms

interviewed in this study believed that their participation in space work had

influenced one or more of these determinants of productivity or profit-

ability.

Typical examples of how the various companies were affected

can best illustrate the consequences of having worked on the communications

satellite program. Undoubtedly, further investigation would have uncovered

other interactions and, in fact, this list is far from complete, but it

typifies the paths to economic gains within some of the firms.

Hu_hes Aircraft expanded its technological applications abilities

into the commercial satellite area by becoming the principal spacecraft

supplier to Comsat-intelsat of the INTELSAT I_ II, and IV devices. The old

"Fire Control Department, has grown to a space division employing up to

4,000 people. Hughes further strengthened its position in commercial sys-

tems when it became the prime supplier of the ANIK satellites for the

Canadian system. Hughes is one of the eight contenders for a domestic

broadcast system. In a joint effort with General Telephone and Electronics,

it proposes to supply the satellites for TV, telephone and other commercial

communication links. Hughes also proposes to utilize these satellites as a

means for distributing CATV signals to communities across the nation. The

aggregate volume of Hughes commercial business springing from the SYNCOM

success tops $300 million.

Watkins-Johnson, a firm with outstanding capabilities in the

conventional microwave tube field prior to their NASA involvement_ applied

technology gleaned from their experience with space qualified traveling wave

tubes to their commercial line of devices. By successfully designing a tube

compatible with the rigors of space, they were able to further expand their

capability into ground based devices, and manufacture tubes with lifetimes

far exceeding any prior units. Simultaneously, Watkins-Johnson improved

their production expertise in Other areas of tube manufacturing. As a

further consequence of this NASA work, Watkins-Johnson became a recognized

supplier of tubes for space use, and presently ranks as the number two

supplier of space TWT amplifiers throughout the world.

Westinghouse Defense and Space Division does business almost en-

tirely with government agencies. In theory, Westinghouse should experience

only internal effects--no commercial products, no non-federal markets. Such

is not the case, however. The division actively promotes commercial appli-

cation of gravity-gradient boom devices and color enhancement techniques for

TV. Their burn resistant S.E.C _.Vide con tube has been an unqualified
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commercial succcss. Among internal changes, Westinghouse management has

adopted a program of planned employee rotation from other groups, into the

space experiment packaging and integration group, for the explicit purpose

of disseminating applicable technology.

provides a classic example of how a company met a NASA

requirement for product standardization and extended the technique to their

commercial manufacturing effort. After exploring and adopting methods of

standardizing production, applying numerical coutrolled machining techniques,

and modernizing their documentation and traceability in the manufacture of

tape mechanisms for space, the practicality of transferring these solutions

to commercial systems became apparent. The results were improved tape

mechanisms for the many industrial and commercial users of their equipment,

at prices substantially lower than had previously been possible. Higher

performance standards at reduced cost, in turn, helped to further establish

the Ampex position as a leader in sophisticated instrumentation recorders.

TRW Systems exemplifies how technology developed during a decade

of satellite work can, with imaginative adaptation on the part of the prac-

titioners, be transferred to commercial areas. Real-time data acquisition,

processing and interpretation techniques, so vital for scientific satellites,

are being adapted to the solution of problems of electric power distribution

demand and control. The firm foresees that they will soon be profitably using

similar techniques for the petroleum industry in areas of geophysical ex-

ploration, production optimization, and distribution.

The preceding examples clearly demonstrate how work in the space

program has had definite--and identifiable--economic impact on the companies

cited. Moreover, examples simultaneously illustrate the process by which

knowledge--in the form of techniques, basic developments in materials and

components and general business management skills--gained through NASA

sponsored work has been applied in private sector economic endeavors.

These forms of impact are included in the total economic impact of tech-

nological progress which was the subject of Part I of this report. The

following brief examples are further manifestations of the indirect impacts

from space program involvement.

Company Internal Char_es

* Hughes Aircraft developed its own in-house components reliabil-

ity program to such an enviable point that they are nowdocumenting and

selling this expertise as a separate marketable entity.

* Rantec has proceeded to develop sophisticated computer-aided

antenna design routines, added electron beam welding equipment and skills,

become proficient in electro-forming, and specialized in hybrid component
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packaging--all technologies that help to _ecure technological leadership

in the production and sale of antenna feeds for government and commercial

markets.

* Watkins-Johnson has developed designs and techniques that make

possible long-life and impact resistant TWT's. Proprietary arts that make

nigh performance tubes practical have been responsible in part for W-J's

growth and expansion from $3 million to $40 million sales since 1962.

* Westinghouse found that electromagnetic interference reduction

techniques perfected in the packaging of scientific experiments aboard satel-

lites were readily applied to the solution of underwater research problems.

Management, recognizing the economic benefits of such technology transfer,

subsequently formalized the process by publishing regular company bulletins

called "Electromagnetic Design Notes."

* Ampex has altered the basis of their Management Information and

Control System, patterning the new procedures after NASA's "fly-on-time"

philosophy, and PERT-cost controls. Simpler reporting and tighter controls

have resulted in substantial savings.

* General Electric has elected to continue developing its position

in high-power, high-performance satellites, rather than compete against pio-

neering firms in low performance satellite markets. While developing tech-

nology needed to hold a commanding lead for this emerging multi-million

dollar market, the research work itself has paid its own way. "The net-

cash flow has remained positive," said the manager of G.E.'s communications

satellite programs°

* Ampex w_s able to justify introduction of mass production tool-

ing, numerical control drills, matched plate die casting, and other cost

reducing technology to" cut the cost of instrumentation grad e recorders

substantially.

* Three firms have contributed to, and been affected by the vol-

untary industry-wide code format and recording standards promulgated under

NASA aegis, which in turn have upgraded instrumentation performance and

helped insure compatibility of equipment.

Direct Commercialization of Satellites

* General Electric has established a primary position in supply-

ing modems and other equipment to interface between satellite ground stations

and terrestrial communication!inks. Nearly 8% of the more than $300 million

terminal equipment was produced by G .E.
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* Hughes has designed and produced most of the commercial satel-

lites for Comsat and for Intelsat--Early Bird, INTELSAT !I, INTELSAT IV.

Direct hardware sales of $IA2 million are presented through INTELSAT IV-A.

* Sylvania Electronic Systems--formed a new division called

General Telephone Electronics International to supply the commercial satel-

lite market. This division, currently employing 100 people, has furnished

major portions of over A0 earth terminals.

* Hughes Aircraft is now producing Canada's domestic satellite

"ANIKo" Together with Hughes' Canadian associate, Northern Electric, Ltd.,

this contract will generate $32 million plus performance incentives.

* Rantec has become a standard supplier of cassegrain feed sys-

tems for earth stations in many countries. Costs of ground stations have

become considerably lower over the years.

* TRW Systems (who in 1963 acquired the pioneering Space Tech-

nology Laboratories) became the second source for commercial satellites, as

the spacecraft prime contractor to Comsat for the INTELSAT III series. The

eight commercial satellites represented $57.6 million in sales.

* ITT has produced _0 ft, 85 ft, and 30 meter diameter antennas

for use with INTELSATS II and III. Worldwide sales of ITT satellite and

ground station commercial equipment total $75 million to $100 million.

* Sylvsm_ia Electric has transferred directly to commercial sales

for eight satellites of the INTELSAT III series, the technology of mechan-

ically despun antennas developed by Sylvania for NASA's ATS III. The

satellite customer directed TRW, the spacecraft contractor, to procure this

technology and associated equipment from Sylvania.

* General Dynamics work in R&RR systems is considered a great

asset in two out of three proposed Air Traffic Control satellite systems.

This development scheduled for trial flight in 197A represents a market of

several hundred million dollars.

* Electronic Communications incorporated has developed one-man

transportable field terminals to work with satellites.

* ITT's solid state U_ amplifiers have formed the basis for

several of the latest commu_uicatio_ satellite transponders.

* ECI's pioneering work with circularly polarized loop-vee

antennas has led to extensive commercial work with ocean buoy data relay

systems using satellite data collection. When ERTS and other data collec-

tion systems are implemented, many thousands of small antenna systems will

be required.
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Transfer to Non-Satellite_ Non-Space Markets

* Hu6hes Aircraft: Venture into CATV systems. The market for

CATV is growing more than 35% per year; and 1971 operating revenues of $375

million were up 21% over 1970.

* Watkins-Johnson: Tube reliability permitted offering a 1-year

unqualified warranty on traveling wave tubes used in commercial test equip-

ment ....

* Martin Marietta: Five spin-off firms established by employees

formerly workim4 on NASA ATS-V. These small businesses employ_ people

selling exotic components and services_to commercial markets.

* Martin Marietta: Currently applying mill_meter wave technology

to terrestrial c6mputer links for dedicated and time-share services.

* General Dynamics: Two successful commercial companies spawned:

RF Commuuications, and Scientific Products, Inc.

* TRW Systems: Presently applying space data handling and re-

duction techniques to electric power load distribution, demand and control

to eliminate "brown-outs." TRW states that they hope to capture a fair

share of this market_ judged to average $100 million per year over the next

6 years.

* Martin Orlando is applying satellite switching and systems

techniques to the optimization of post office mail handling problems; and

also to the improvement of airport design layout, efficient handling of

baggage and passengers, as well as air traffic safety control.

* Watkins-Johnson has adapted techniques for rugged tube produc-

tion to enter a new field--t_t of portable, lightweight (6 pounds total

unit) industrial X-ray inspection equipment.

* Martin Marietta_ having perfected techniques for producing

large yttrium aluminum garnets for millimeter wave work, is seriously con-

templating entry into the synthetic diamond market--which has already attracted

other aerosPace firms such as Litton Industries and General Electric. Syn-

thetic diamonds currently enjoy annual s_es Of $12 million and experts fore-

cast growth at the rate of 15% per year for the next 5 years.
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PART ili

CASE STUDY--KNOWLEDGE ADDITIONS AND EARTH

LINKS FROM S!_A_ CREW SYSTEMS

A continuing stream of scientific and technological knowledge is

an essential part of the process of public and private "want satisfaction"

through applied technology. The technology application process examined

in Part II is dependent upon a continual replenishment, extension, and re-

finement of an underlying knowledge reservoir. Since knowledge is a nec-

essary precondition to the achievement of any goal Or the solution of am_f

problem, it is appropriate to ask: What sort of knowledge have we obtained

from our investment in the space program and what relevance does it have

for us down here? Part iII is addressed to these twin questions.

A. THE KNOWLEIDE BANK

What does the knowledge bank consist of? In simplest terms, it

is everything known to man. The b_ Can be Stratified in a number of ways,

one of which is a spectrum ranging from knowledge on basic phenomena to

manufacturing know-how. Also embodied in the knowledge bank are many grades

of accuracy or precision. As the problems we address become more complex,

additions and refinements to the knowledge bank are essential. Another

characteristic of the knowledge bank is that the information in it usually

contributes to the Solution of problems beyond those visualized by the orig-

inal developer. Thus, the ultimate utility of any piece of know-how cannot

be assessed at the time of its generation.

What are the mechanisms by which we add to and refine the know-

ledge bank? There are many. At one extreme, we have basic research; at

the other we have the individual innovator faced with a very specific prob-

lem. Somewhere in between the extremes is so-called mission-oriented re-

search, of which the space program is an example. Since mission-oriented

PAD programs typically_stretc_=some_ aspect Of the state of knowledge and

ultimately culminate in hardware, they often make broad contributions to

the knowledge bank--in the basic and applied sciences, in several engineer-

ing fields, in manufacturing processes, in analytical techniques, and so on.

We chose to examine the contributions expected of mission-oriented

PAD by a case study of those aspects of the manned space program directly

related to human life support and work performance in space.
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B. WHYSTUDYCREWSUPPORT

On the surfac% about the last wayone might expect to generate
uscful down-to-earth knowledgewould be from putting man into space. It
is obvious to all that about every characteristic of the space environment
is different than its counterpart downhere on earth. Space is a hostile,
_uinhabitable environment. Manmust be encapsulated (spacecraft or space
suit). The exterior of the capsule must protect against space hazards.
The inside must provide an environment suitable for life. Performing the
simplest earthly tasks and functions during space flight requires elaborate
planning and provisioning.

Providing acceptable solutiOns_to everyday humanperformance
under the strict and unforgiving discipline imposedby space flight condi-
tions posed a tough technical challenge. But, critically important from
the rational viewpoint, the very process Of reexamining man's needs in
these new lights, required new inputs and provided a sharp stimulus to
better understanding of ordinary functions--like breathing or sweating,
or bending at the waist.

To design life support systems for space, the engineers must have
comprehensive guidance on the interactions between manand his environment.
Becauseman is complex, knowledge on these interactions was incomplete at
the time that the space program was launched. It has been difficult, given
our knowledge base, to specify and provide someform of optimal environment
here on earth. Real difficulties begin, however_ when the optimum environ-
ment is not attainable. At the present tim_ it Just is not possible to
take into space all of the things that man is used to here on earth. Thus,
the task becomesone of deciding what to take along. This requires that
physiologists and related medical specialists be able to state as clearly
as possible the penalties associated with departing from the optimum en-
vironmental state.

Muchof the information necess_ry-tomake the penalty assessments
was not available. Therefore_ scientists had to undertake research. Physi-
ologists and others had to becomemuchmore precise in their understanding
of humanlife requirements.

The research undertaken madeit possible to specify the life
support requirements for different space missions. These,in turn, provided
guidance to the design engineers charged with the design of equipment and
systems which would meet the requirements. Inmany instances, the knowl-
edge a_ailable to engineers in their own fields was inadequate for the
task at hand--in muchthe sameway that physiologists' knowledge of re-
quirements was lacking. Research was supported to develop data and extend
the available engineering knowledge.
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Given the dcsigr_it was then necessa_j to manufacture and test
the equipment for the space flight. In many instances new knowledgewas
necessary in this are_ too-- newmaterials were required, tolerances were
smaller, reliability had to be higher, and so on.

Thus, a case study of knowledge contributions from the crew
support aspect of the mannedspace program seemedin order.

c. PROCEDU2E

The basic research technique employed in the study was personal

interviews with NASA contractor and NASA laboratory personnel. Selection

of interviewees was made following a series of computerized searches of the

NASA RECON information system. These searches disclosed that in excess of

160 contracts and supporting studies had been performed within the crew

support area. Clearly, all these participants could not be contacted

within the resources allocated to this study.

Industrial contracts for system fabrication were given preference

over academic grants and considerable weight was given those groups involved

in the develol_nent of equipment for extravehicular activities. Nine company

groups, the Air Force School of Aviation Medicine and two NASA laboratories

were selected for personal interview.

The interview procedure was quite simple. Several participants

in crew systems research and development at each firm or lab were asked:

* What did you have to learn in order to do your part of the

manned space program, i.e., what was known and unknown when you began?

* What sort of solutions did you develop and apply?

* How--if any way--does what you learned or what you did relate

to earthly problems?

During the course of the interviews, several additional organi-

zations that had ms.de key contributions to the crew support effort were

identified. The facts surrounding the contributions of 14 were subsequently

obtained via telephone and literature review.

The final step in the research program was to syo.thesize the

findings of the individual interviews and develop an organized presentation

format.

r
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D. THEFINDINGS

In the process of devising systems needed for space crew support
and extravehicular activity, a surprisingly large amount of new and extended
knowledgewas acquired. These contributions to available knowledge span a
wide range--from understanding of basic phenomenato specific processes and
devices.

Even though this knowledge was derived from satisfying specific
space mission requirements considerably removedfrom normal earthly prob-
lems, the knowledge gained appears relevant to manycurrent domestic con-
cerns. The ultimate impact, while impossible to specify at this time, may
be widespread and significant.

Ten to twelve illustrations of new or improved knowledge were
noted in each hour to hour and one-half interview, and most of the knowl-

edge gained had some relationship to needs here on earth. In total, Part

III of this report presents over 130 illustrations--identified during our

limited number of interviews--wherein knowledge additions are traceable to

the crew systems effort of the space program. Part III is arranged in terms

of nine requirements which have to be met to maintain man alive and pro-

ductive in space. Each space requirement and the work undertaken toward

its satisfaction is briefly described. Then, capsule summaries of each

knowledge contribution illustration--traceable to a requirement--are pro-

vided, and the actual and potential linkages to earthly problem satisfaction

are indicated.

The nine space requirements, the number of knowledge addition

illustrations attributable to each, and the number of knowledge contribu-

tions contained in the illustrations are:

Space Requirement Illustrations

Knowledge

Contributions

Supply Breathable ATMOSPHERE FOR SPACE

Metabolic CARBON DIOXIDE--REMOVAL

RECYCLING

CONTAMINANT CONTROL AND REMOVAL

Maintain THERMAL BALANCE

Space HAZARDS--DECOMPRESSION, RADIATION,

METEORITES AND FIRE AND

BLAST

Provide Adequate LIGHT AND VISION

Provide MOBILITY AND WORK CAPABILITY

Provide Adequate HABITABILITY

13 48

9 4O

13 40

15 54

24 lll

17 75

17 70

23 79

6 14

Total 137 531
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The knowledge contributions contained in the illustrations span
the full range of the knowledge bank: from better understanding of basic
phenomena, through design and engineering, through materials and production
processes to individual products and markets. Table 4 indicates the con-
tributions in ii categories.

Many illustrations embodymore than one category of contribution.
In fact, the average is about four per illustration. For example, a typical
illustration might involve the intensive study of an incompletely understood
phenomenon, together with an extension of our knowledge into a totally ne___w

_, and the development of improved fabrication and processing techniques.

In general, the contributions occur most frequently in the design

and engineering portion of the spectrum. Otherwise, there is a slight

_u_ighting toward the phenomenon end of the scale, with immediately applicable

production and product contributions being slightly less frequently en-

countered. Overall the distribution of contributions follows the pattern

which would be expected given the challenging nature of the space require-

ments.

Similarly, the significance of the contributions is representa-

tive of the nature of scientific and technological progress. About lO

percent represent step changes in our knowledge, i.e., those which effec-

tiveiy changed the state of the art or established a new standard in a

field. Most of the contributions were incremental advances (44 percent)

in either scientific understanding or technology, or were consolidation

"of t@chnology (46 percent). The latter being instances where several ex-

isting concepts were consolidated and integrated to achieve the desired

end.

The utility of the knowledge is not confined to space but is also

relevant to a number of down-to-earth issues. Table S summarizes the link-

age of the contributions to 13 categories of earth utility. In total al-

most 200 links were identified. All may not come to pass, instead other

less obvious linkages may emerge. Predicting areas of greatest utility

for given pieces of new knowledge has been Subject to significant over-

sights throughout history. Thus, the linkages on Table S are those which

seem most clear to the authors; they are offered only as indications of

ultimate impact. But, the breadth of actual and potential impact is such

that the linkage to earthly problem solution--of the space-induced know-

ledge additions--is apparent.

Ten typical illustrations are presented in the balance of this

summary volume to provide a more concrete "feel" for the types of contri-

butions and linkages encountered in our survey.
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THERMAL BALANCE

r-._

f

FLOW
RESISTANCE
REDUCED

Capability to design and construct heat exchanger cores re-

quiring minimum air flow across the fins and low flow resis-

tance across the exchanger has been (greatly) extended.

Earth link--Achieving highly efficient transfer of heat requires that the

air flowing over the fins be continuously mixed. The achievement of de-

signs and equipments which induce precisely correct air turbulence while

minimizing flow friction required several advances. The effect is the pres-

ent existence of heat exchange units which are very efficient, minimize

noise, and have lower blower power requirements, i.e., smaller, quieter
air-conditioners.

THERMAL BALANCE

HEAT
PIPES

To maintain space suit thermal balance, heat pipes have

been adapted to transmit metabolic heat through the pres-

sure garment and into space. Several innovations were

achieved: (a) A controllable heat pipe or "Thermal Switch"

was created, permitting heat flow to be modulated by a

throttling valve, or if desired, operated in an on-off

fashion. (b) The first flexible heat pipes were developed.

Flexible heat pipes maintain contact with the skin of the

astronaut, yet permit normal body movement within space

suits (both "hard" suits, and the more common fabric pres-

sure suits). (c) Improved heat pipe materials, wicks,

working fluids and construction techniques were developed

and tested. Techniques were deivsed to prevent freeze-up,

and to make heat pipes which were inherently capable of re-

starting after solidification of the transfer fluid.

Earth link--TRW Systems Division, which developed heat pipes suitable for

cooling space suits, has since granted licenses for use of this technology

for industrial process furnaces. A major use of these furnaces will be the

production of semi-conductors (which require extremely uniform heat treat-

ment). Other heat pipe applications range from the processing of jet air-

craft turbine blades to cooling nuclear reactions. A manufacturer in

New Mexico has acquired rights to market a household "cooking-pin." This

culinary aid uses the heat pipe principle to transfer oven heat to the cen-

ter of a roast or turkey, reducing cooking time by one-half.

TRW Systems Division has also built an environmental test chanber at the

Manned Spacecraft Center, which is possibly the world's largest heat pipe.

This chamber automatically maintains completely uniform temperatures through-

out the 45 ft long, 14 ft cylindrical room.
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CONTAMINANTCONTROLANDREMOVAL

IMPROVE D
VACUUM
EVAPO RATORS

Compact distillation equipment has been developed that is

capable of long term operation without loss of efficiency

or need for maintenance. Two techniques, vapor compression

distillation and vacuum flash distillation, each offer sev-

eral advantages for processing heat-sensitive materials.

Fundamental studies in vacuum evaporation were required.

Available knowledge on water jet injection theory and de-

sign data were judged inadequate to insure the achievement

of the ultrafine, low velocity droplets necessary for highly

efficient flash distillation units. Fuel injection theory

developed for rocket engines was adapted to water atomization.

Earth link--Although developed by NASA to purify water, the knowledge adds

to the technological base underlying a number of commercial processes which

remove water from heat-sensitive products. Spray drying in vacuum chanbers

is the process employed in the production of "instant" food products, e.g.,

instant coffee and soups, dry nonfat milk, etc.

CONTAMINANT CONTROL AND REMOVAL

COORDIN-
ATION
TESTER

A compact coordination tester has been developed to deter-

mine the effect of atmospheric contaminants on astronaut

performance. This device permits measurements of hand-eye

coordination in several tracking and pursuit tasks, and

the influence of toxic materials and fatigue can be de-

termined.

Earth link--This Langley device has been demonstrated to Driver Education

officials in California and was found to be suitable for testing driver

coordination. The Environmental Protection Agency has found the tester

useful for measuring effects of air pollutants, carbon dioxide and monoxide

on driver performance. The degree to which alcohol degrades driver ability

can also be tested.
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LIGHT AND VISION

OPTICAL
GRADE
POLY-
CA RBO NAT E
SHEET

Optical quality, premium grade polycarbonate sheet plastic

was developed and produced initially for the Apollo helmet.

Standards and quality control procedures plus contamination

free processing facilities and techniques (clean room pro-

cedures) necessary to upgrade extruded Lexan sheet were

developed. The improved plastic has closely predictable

thermal processing characteristics and enhanced solvent

resistance, together with superior optical porperties.

The manufacturer states that material of this quality would

not have been developed without the helmet requirements.

Earth link--The improvements in production procedures and material proper-

ties have contributed to the production know-how applied to a variety of

optical polycarbonate applications. Safety, riot control and motorcycle

helment faceplates, aircraft windows or canopies, plus screens around

hockey rinks are examples.

LIGHT ANDVISION

EYE MOTION
MEASUREME NT

A NASA designed oculometer that measures eye movements in

carrying out search and discrimination tasks makes it pos-

sible to determine the speed and efficiency with which the

eyes process information within the visual field. Persons

engaged in activities requiring vigilance and highly de-

veloped discrimination Can be aided by training based on

oculometer data.

Earth link--Conventional oculometers operate by shining points of light on

the eyes which are photographed to provide eye movement tracks while the

subject is performing visual tasks. The new oculometer is nonintrusive

because it uses near infrared light. In addition, it provides real time

eye movement tracings which are displayed on a screen. Thus, an instructor

can coach the pupil in improving eye use. The extent to which the person

under test can or cannot follow a particular eye movement procedure provides

a means of testing concentration and alertness. The oculometer has utility

in training air traffic controllers and quality control inspectors, in

reading analysis and psychological testing_ and for studying the early de-

velopment of the oculometer system in children.
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FIRE AND BLAST HAZARDS

FLURO-
ELASTOMERS

NASA's search for elastomers that would not burn in oxygen

prompted Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company to sub-

mit samples of several new experimental rubbers--all based

on copolymers of hexafluoropropene vinylidene fluoride. All

samples exhibited good physical properties, but burned under

spacecraft conditions. The 5M Company modified their prod-

ucts to obtain an elastomer tailored to Apollo requirements.

Fluorel rubbers resulted. Viton, another fluoro-substituted

rubber was similarly modified to meet space requirements.

Earth link--These elastomers have the capability for use in a variety of

oxygen-rich environments. Anesthesia hoses and masks from the material

would reduce operating room flammability risks, for example. The material

is being used in the interior decorative panels on commercial aircraft to

reduce the possibility of fire spread and smoke production. They are also

finding use as an upholstery coating in aircraft.

A_OSPHERE FOR SPACE

STABLE
OXYGEN
SENSORS

New and improved types of oxygen measuring instruments were

developed because of the importance of monitoring oxygen

concentration in spa_e_ _

The space requirement encouraged the development of minia-

ture stable polarographic oxygen sensors that need only

infrequent calibration, and are rugged and inexpensive

enough for rather wide use.

Earth link--Measurement of oxygen content in air and liquids has tradition-

ally been a cumbersome and sensitive operation. Winkler titration and gas

chromatographic techniques have been the most common procedures. Both are

laboratory procedures. Polarographic oxygen sensors have been employed but

electrodes previously available were unstable and required recalibration

for each use. The new membrane type polarographic sensors are extremely

stable and permit direct readings of oxygen content. They are being used

in water pollution and oceanographic _udies, for measuring dissolved oxygen

and as pocket size hypoxia warning devices for mine safety.
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ATMOSPHERE FOR SPACE

Water electrolysis systems capable of furnishing crew oxy-

gen have been developed and operated for more than i0,000

hours to demonstrate reliability. The vapor phase water

ELECTROLYTIC feed system designed to permit zero gravity operation,

OXYGEN while not needed for that purpose when operated on earth,
SUPPLY

is largely responsible for the long term, troublefree op-

eration of these units. The operating life of previous

electroylsis units was typically limited to 1,000 hours.

Earth link--At present there are a number of situations which require that

oxygen be stored at high pressure. This is an inherently hazardous pro-

cedure. If impurities in minute quantities (dirt, metal chips, or organic

contaminants) are present in the system during filling, an oxygen fire may

occur, often resulting in rupture of the pressure system and rapid spread

of the fire. In_sp_te of elaborate safety procedures there have been sev-

eral major commercial aircraft fires of this sort (all on the ground).

This electroylsis system is being tested for military aircraft, and is

under consideration to replace high pressure oxygen for emergency use by

commercial airline crews. The system provides oxygen on demand and does

not require storage.

Water electroylsis is also being investigated as a source of oxygen for

newborn infants. To prevent eye damage the amount of oxygen supplied to

the incubator or isolette must be precisely controlled. Present practice

is to measure flow rates of the oxygen being delivered from storage tanks.

Greater precision can be obtained by water electroylsis generation of oxy-

gen, because oxygen production is directly related to the supply of elec-

trical current to the unit. A related instance in which electrolysis sys-

tems may prove apropos is in the supply of supplemental oxygen to persons

suffering from chronic emphysema or asthmatic conditions.
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THERMALBALANCE

DIRECT BODY

CALORIMETRY

Direct, whole body calorimetry can now be performed conve-

niently and accurately on a dynamic basis, by recording

heat transmitted to liquid cooling garments. Previous tech-

niques were indirect or restricted in the extent of human

activity permitted, or had slow response rates which pre-

cluded study of thermal transients.

Earth link--Prior to the application of the liquid cooled garment to dynamic

calorimetry studies, it was necessary to use secondary measures of metabolic

heat production (e.g., oxygen consumption) or rigid calorimeter chambers.

Now direct metabolic heat measurements are possible, the equipment has con-

siderable flexibility and places few constraints on the study subject.

Direct calorimetry is being employed on a number of research topics, in-

cluding: physiological research on basic body homeothermic and metabol_c

processes; medical research on fever and antipyretic treatments, on diet--

such as the specific dynamic actions of various classes of nutrients; on

metabolic disorders--such as thyroid function; on the various types of

shock and the physiological processes involved, and on heat exhaustion and

sunstroke investigation; in industrial hygiene for the study of workers in

hot and cold environments for the establishments of work standards and

practices; and even in the study of athletic stamina and endurance.

• r

The findings of this study indicate that the long-term economic

benefits of the space program are much more profound than superficial ex-

aminations would indicate, and that the importance of technological progress

to national well-being must not be ignored. However, much remains to be

learned about the specifics of how technology interacts with the economy.

The investigations reported upon in this five-volume work were performed

within the current state of the art. There i8 a need to extend and refine

our knowledge on many aspects of advancing technology and its economic and

social impacts. The present researchers hope that this study will encourage

others to seek better understanding of the processes involvedand more pre-

cise answers to the questions we addressed.
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